
ÅBY SATURDAY, APRIL 1

RACE 1 Volt 2140

8 Beachcomber has been performing well under new ownership
this year and has shown great potential for his earnings.
Suitable opposition and the horse to beat. 4 Lover Brodde has
also had a resurgence for the new trainer and was strong in his
win last time, after a tough journey. Has good ability there, but
he can be temperamental. 2 Rendez Vous comes from a stable
in good form and two wins at the start of the season are
appreciated. Strong and tough horse that should be taken
seriously. 3 Lampard has been sporadically racing. Capable and
could be dangerous.

RANK
A: 8

B: 4-2-3-7-9-11-1-6

C: 5-10

Top 4: 8-4-2-3

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 3, 4, 7
U-Horses: 8
Total: 4 x 10 = 40

Trifecta:
1: 8
2: 2, 3, 4, 7
3: 2, 3, 4, 7
Total: 12 x 2 = 24

RACE 2 Volt 2140

5 Fakserling won seven out of eleven races last year but has
had a tougher time this year facing tougher opponents. Comes
from a splendid win and on the way up now. Top chance. 1
Trollbackens Otur dictated the pace in the lead in the last run
and was never threatened and won easily. He leads for a long
time here. 2 Neslands Jerven has competed well under the
saddle lately but also a positive surprise in the sulky race
before that. In full form. 4 Saganatt was just closely beaten in
the last run and interesting now with frequent starts. A
contender.

RANK
A: 5

B: 1-2-4

C: 6-3

Top 4: 5-1-2-4

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 2, 4
U-Horses: 5
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 1, 2, 4
3: 1, 2, 4
Total: 6 x 2 = 12
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RACE 3 Auto 2140

8 Ranby Lavec is a fine trotter who was forced to the lead in the
latest race but was denied on speed just before the finish.
Making a better impression. 1 Manifest Boko led all the way in
the latest race in his debut this year and took his first win. He
has been improved after a winter break. 12 Bottnas Jaguar is a
stunning trotter who we believe will do very well in Sweden. Did
the hard work in the latest race but was denied on speed. 5
Victory H.H. scored a tough win after hard work two starts back.
Has the right attitude.

RANK
A: 8-1-12

B: 5-6-7-9

C: 4-10-3-2-11

Top 4: 8-1-12-5

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 8, 12
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 1, 8, 12
2: 1, 5, 6, 8, 12
3: 1, 5, 6, 8, 12
Total: 36 x 2 = 72

RACE 4 Volt 3140

A great class in this stayer race. 6 Under Armour started the
year off in the best possible way with a win in the latest race in
his debut this year, and with a race under his belt, he's the
horse to beat. Is all-round. 2 Kirby Starlake has taken two
straight wins in Sweden, and the way he sprinted to victory in
the V75 race two starts back was impressive. 1 Itso Sisu trotted
well in the latest race and looked better than ever. He has the
stamina for the distance and will lead for a long time. 8 Lucifer
Sam has sharp peaks, and the long distance is suitable for him.
He will be in the mix in a faultless race.

RANK
A: 6

B: 2-1-8-10-9-5-11-7-3

C: 4

Top 4: 6-2-1-8

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 2, 8
U-Horses: 6
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 6
2: 1, 2, 8
3: 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10
Total: 15 x 2 = 30
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RACE 5, V75-1 Volt 2140

6 Bottnas Idol made a fault already before the start in the
latest race. A robust horse who won a V75 final three starts ago.
Top chance. 4 Jello W. has strength as a weapon and is not
afraid to do some work himself on the way. Must be ranked high
in this company. 8 Ture L.A. is good for this class. He made a
mistake in the first turn in the last run after a pause, but
repaired it nicely. 1 Red Hot Roadster has a good starting
position and faces nice conditions money-wise. He held up well
last time after a journey outside the leader.

RANK
A: 6

B: 4-8-1-2-11-10-12-9-7

C: 3-5

Top 4: 6-4-8-1

Quinella:
Horses: 4, 8
U-Horses: 6
Total: 2 x 10 = 20

Trifecta:
1: 6
2: 4, 8
3: 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12
Total: 12 x 2 = 24

RACE 6, V75-2 Auto 2640

1 Nyras Lars R. has won both his starts this year. He won with a
strong finish two starts ago and won comfortably from the lead
in the last start. He's a strong contender. 3 Alessio has the right
attitude and good ability. He would have finished well last time
if not for the mistake towards the end. He had three straight
wins before that. 11 Smile Silvio is a very talented trotter who
made a good impression in his win after a break last time out.
He has five wins in eight starts. 2 Rapid Pal galloped at the start
last time. He ended last year with three straight wins and
should be considered quite early here.

RANK
A: 1

B: 3-11-2-5-4-12-10-7-9

C: 6-8

Top 4: 1-3-11-2

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 3, 11
U-Horses: 1
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 1
2: 2, 3, 11
3: 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12
Total: 15 x 2 = 30
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RACE 7, V75-3 Auto 2140

5 Rackham is a tough horse who was decent in his comeback
race last time out. He likely benefited from that race and could
be hard to stop in this race. 6 Dear Friend hadn't raced in
Sweden in a while before her last start, where she finished
strongly to win at Solvalla. She'll likely be an early challenger in
this race. 7 Cicero T.G. is returning after a break. He has really
good ability and was a sharp second behind San Moteur at Åby
on May 7th. 1 Night Brodde has a suitable starting position
since he opens quickly. He's capable of performing well and
should be in the mix in this comeback race.

RANK
A: 5

B: 6-7-1-3-8

C: 2-4

Top 4: 5-6-7-1

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 6, 7
U-Horses: 5
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 1, 6, 7
3: 1, 3, 6, 7, 8
Total: 12 x 2 = 24

RACE 8, V75-4 Auto 1640

5 Nina Ginto has a good position in the race and showed good
form when finishing fourth from a difficult starting position
last time out. She could very well solve this task. 6 Green
Mamba has not won for a while, but she has shown that she is
capable of performing at a high level. She gave a good
impression last time out when finishing with some energy
saved. 4 Tour Eiffel won with ease in Denmark two starts ago
and finished strongly to grab second place last time out. She
should be considered. 7 Special Topmodel is used to tough
competition. She has a good number behind the gate and has
one run under her belt after a pause.

RANK
A: 5-6-4-7

B: 1-3-10-11-2-12-9

C: 8

Top 4: 5-6-4-7

Quinella:
Horses: 4, 6, 7
U-Horses: 5
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 5
2: 4, 6, 7
3: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10
Total: 15 x 2 = 30
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RACE 9, V75-5 Auto 2140

1 Kentucky River had several impressive performances last
year. He's well prepared for this comeback and our pick. 2 Arvid
S.H. ended last year with a win and was closely beaten before
that. He's a strong horse who starts well and is an early
contender. 5 Romero made a good effort last time out, but was
disqualified for interference. He finished well to third despite a
mistake two starts ago. 11 Behind Bars was not empty at the
end in the last run, but could still be in the mix with some luck.
He has twelve wins in 37 starts.

RANK
A: 1

B: 2-5-11-9-3-7-8-12-10

C: 4-6

Top 4: 1-2-5-11

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 5, 11
U-Horses: 1
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 1
2: 2, 5, 11
3: 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11
Total: 15 x 2 = 30

RACE 10, V75-6 Volt 2140

10 Beauty Smart Face is a very talented horse with a strong
finishing kick. He has won five of his nine career starts and is
our pick. 4 Nunja is chasing her fourth straight win. She won
with a strong finish on January 18th and has won her last two
races from the lead. She will be driven by Erik Adielsson this
time. 12 Special Chance would have challenged for the win in the
last V75 final if not for a mistake on the home stretch. She had a
good finishing kick in her previous race. 13 Global Collection has
shown that she can compete in fairly tough races and should be
considered directly after the layoff.

RANK
A: 10-4-12-13

B: 11-3-5-9-7-15-1-2-8-6-

14

C:

Top 4: 10-4-12-13

Quinella:
Horses: 4, 12, 13
U-Horses: 10
Total: 3 x 10 = 30

Trifecta:
1: 10
2: 4, 12, 13
3: 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 13
Total: 15 x 2 = 30
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RACE 11, V75-7 Auto 1640

6 Lozano di Quattro had a promising seasonal debut at Åby last
time out, winning impressively. Will be hard to beat here. 3
Keystone Cash finished strongly in the seasonal debut at
Momarken last time out. Has a race under his belt and a better
position now, making the horse relevant. 8 Longgone River is a
capable horse who led for a long time last time out. Has now one
run under his belt after the pause. 2 El Vego Khalifa has won
half of the twelve starts in his career. Good finish last time out
and can't complain about the starting position.

RANK
A: 6

B: 3-8-2-5-4-10-11-1-7-9

C: 12

Top 4: 6-3-8-2

Quinella:
Horses: 2, 3, 5, 8
U-Horses: 6
Total: 4 x 10 = 40

Trifecta:
1: 6
2: 2, 3, 5, 8
3: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11
Total: 24 x 2 = 48

RACE 12 Auto 2140

2 King of Twilight made an error in the final of
Uppfödningslöpningen in his last start. He finished third after a
good effort in the race before and is our pick here. 4 Pearl Lane
ended last year with a relatively easy win from the lead, in
Silverstoet race at Axevalla. Early contender. 1 Viking Lane has
started the career well, and had a decent effort in the last run
finishing third after a tough trip. Expected to get a nice trip
now. 3 Dezaria Blitz has a second place finish as her best effort
so far (two starts back), and finished well after making a
mistake in the last run.

RANK
A: 2-4

B: 1-3

C:

Top 4: 2-4-1-3

Quinella:
Horses: 1, 4
U-Horses: 2
Total: 2 x 10 = 20

Trifecta:
1: 2
2: 1, 4
3: 1, 4
Total: 2 x 2 = 4
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